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Independent study book characters

From the picture books our parents and teachers read us as children to novels we found as young people, so in literature we feed our reading obsession with today, it is undeniable that books have helped shape us to the people we are today. We all have that little novel that inspired us to follow their dream or helped us discover who we
wanted to be, and for most of us, there were those special book characters that made us feminists. People become feminists for so many reasons, from their real-life experiences, to the women around them, and there are so many external influences that make up the kind of feminist we become. As young girls, we are exposed to
television shows, movies, music, and, for all, books that influence the way we look and think about the women's experience and feminism itself. In my opinion, the books played a big role in shaping me as the feminist I am today, mainly because of the positive female role models they gave me. From the hero to my favorite bedtime story
author in my favorite memoir, these book heroines inspired me to challenge the norm and fight for my rights, be they in a conference room or in a doctor's office, and for my equality. Books are powerful tools, and so are female characters, like these 13 characters that made us feminists because of them.1. Princess Elizabeth, aka Paper
Bag PrincessBefore we even knew what the name feminist was, the nominal character robert munsch's Paper Bag Princess was there to inspire us to become one. Fierce, cute, and bold, Princess Elizabeth rescued a nasty prince from an evil dragon by showing girls everywhere that not all girls are girls in danger – a lot of them are
heroes, too. Click here to buy.2. Lyra BelacquaA's heroine like no other, Lyra Belacqua's, made us all want to be as strong, wise, and fearless as she was. When Lyra began to realize the limitations imposed on her gender in her community, she ran away from living expensive dresses and fancy parties and instead showed readers that
girls could do much more outside the house than in it. Lyra's fierce feminism turned out to not only go on adventures, but also drive them. Click here to buy.3. Tan-Tan HabibWhile science fiction is often criticized for being prominent, but, for male heroes, Nalo Hopkinson's Midnight Robber ignores all that with the book's heroine, Tan-Tan
Habib. Tan-Tan begins the book as a 7-year-old girl, but in the course of the novel, she grows into a strong and powerful woman – a true hero, indeed – capable of overcoming the emotional, physical and sexual violence she endured for years from her father. Her struggles with guilt, shame, and disgust she feels after pregnancy with her
father's child reflect real-life sexual abuse of sexual assault and rape victims, and her ability to overcome them is inspiring Tan-Tan made us all want to become a feminist and defend women's rights, especially the rights we have over our own institutions. Click here to buy.4. Elizabeth BennetJane Austen created several inspiring,
memorable heroines, but the one that made us all want to be a feminist was none other than Pride and Prejudice's Elizabeth Bennet. She is smart and imaginative, and despite being around her, she refuses to give in completely to her role as a woman. She has been summoned and sent, and her courage became an early example we all
wanted to follow. Click here to buy.5. Wonder WomanWhile some people see her as a feminist icon failure, others find the ultimate feminist inspiration for the queen of the Amazon, Wonder Woman. A true ass-kicking hero, Wonder Woman was one of the first female superheroes to grace comic book pages, and she has been proving that
women can fight evil, write down the bad guys, and save the world as easily as men ever since. A true warrior and leader, Wonder Woman, made us want feminists, queens, and superheroes all at once. Click here to buy.6. StargirlNo's character taught me more about inconsistency than Jerry Spinelli's Stargirl. A brave and unique young
woman, Stargirl teaches young feminists everywhere the power of kindness over violence, acceptance over prejudice, and that peace can get you much further than conflict. A very original character, Stargirl is one of my favorite feminists from YA literature. Click here to buy.7. Jane EyreA's complex female character was written at a time
when so few existed, Charlotte Brontë's Jane Eyre, who we all want to become feminists. Despite her troubled childhood and harsh upbringing, or perhaps because of it, Jane learns to take care of herself, and regardless of the difficulties she suffers, she relies on herself to get back on track. The complete opposite of Sami danger, Jane
Eyre is and will continue to spread feminism to generations of women. Click here to buy.8. Scout FinchOne of the most inspirational characters in young adult literature, To Kill Mockingbird's Scout Finch, who we want to be more than just feminists. She made us want to be morally crusaders, spokeswomen for the weak, and defenders of
the innocent. She taught us about compassion, kindness, love and yes, even hate – things that are essential to understanding the struggle for women's rights. If Scout Finch doesn't make you a feminist, no book character will. Click here to buy.9. Hester PrynneBefore was a woman fighting against shame, cat calling, and persecution of
women based on their sexual history, was Hester Prynne, Puritan shunned by her community after the birth of her illegitimate son. Although she was not the kind of character to lead a revolt or start a women's rights group – it's the 17th century after all – she was a kind of character who, despite whispers behind her back and public shame
she had to endure, stood tall and refused to let go of her dignity. A true survivor, Hester, made us want to be feminists so we can fight for respect for women everywhere. Click here to buy.10. CelieIn novel filled with themes of racism and sexism, Color Purple's Celie shines like a bright, feminist star, drawing us all. Although she suffers all
her life and struggles with internalized prejudice, Celie remains strong throughout the novel, proving that, regardless of circumstances and how often people try to take it from us, women are never truly without power. Her relationship with other women in the novel, including Nettie, Shug, and Sophie is a beautiful and moving example of
the power of sisters and how, if we build each other rather than tear each other down, we can help each other not only survive, but find happiness. Click here to buy.11. Lisbeth SalanderIf you weren't a feminist until you read The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo, you certainly did after meeting Lisbeth Salander, the book's fierce female hero. A
true survivor, Lisbeth prevents anyone, male or otherwise, from using her. She is strong and strong, a defender of herself and other women in the fight against male domination and sexual violence. While her tactics may be controversial, Lisbeth made us all want to fight, tooth and nail, for the safety of women. Click here to buy.12. Miss
Jane MapleFemale detectives have a knack for making us want to become feminists, just look at Harriet Welsch, Nancy Drew, and of course Agatha Christie's Miss Jane Marple. At a time when detectives in the books were largely men, Christie gave us Jane Marple, a little old lady spinster who could solve mysteries just as well, if not
better than, boys. Click here to buy.13. Esther GreenwoodIs does this feminist character round up if you haven't mentioned the Bell Jar? I do not think so. Esther Greenwood, the main character of Sylvia Plath's fictional novel that closely follows her life, woke up an inner feminist to all of us. Her struggle to fit in and find her place in the
world, her resistance to becoming what was expected of her, and her struggles with mental illness stirred that now notorious feeling of injustice, and fanned the flames of our inner feminist power. Click here to buy. Image: Focus Features In some books, characters are the key. Stories are about their development, their growth, their
actions, and ultimately, their choices. Others are piece driven, all about action, taking us from one place to the next at break speed, keeping us on the edge of our seats during the entire reading experience. But what about literary sites? In some books it feels more like settings where the story takes place is just an afterthought, no matter
what happens to the plot or characters. But there are stories that would have irrevocably changed if they were removed from their settings. These are books in which cities, cities, countries and even the worlds, both real and imagined, play an important role in everything; how the characters interact with each other, the backstories that
they carry with them, and how the story moves forward. These nine books below are some of our favorites for young adult sounds, which include settings as characters. The world where these books are going to completely change the way books are read, either by creating characters, changing plots or simply being a comprehensive
reading experience that makes you feel like you're right inside the pages of the book's own.1Swiing the wizarding world of the Harry Potter Series with J.K. RowlingThis one is probably a clear but not Harry Potter without the Magic World. Hogwarts, Diagonal Alley, Burva, Ministry... All these sites make the magic series possible. In
previous books, while in the castle or on Hagrid's hut or because of the Forbidden Forest, something seemed possible. There was something mystical around every corner, something new for Harry (and the reader) to learn about. Later in the books, the Wizarding World became a more sinister place full of dark magic and those who are
evil enough to use it. Even when the trip spent considerable time in the One-World in the seventh book, it didn't feel pretty good until they'd made their way back. It is a sign of all important settings, of course. Click here for Buy2Paris In Anna and French Kiss with Stephanie Perkins There is something about how Paris is written for Anna
and French Kiss that makes you feel like you're there. Anna certainly has wide eyes as she takes her new surroundings, and as her friends show her around town, the reader gets a tourist experience on her own. You will learn how to give your ticket to usher at the cinema and find the best spot on the steps of the cathedral for a picnic.
You want Point Zero to gooey pastries, and wander the banks of the Seine. Moving to Paris changes Anna, and reading that transformation is a completely immersive experience. Click here for Buy3Avonlea Anne of Green Gables with L.M MontgomeryWho would Anne Shirley be without Green Gables? From the moment the carriage
made her and Matthew start ambling into Avonlea, Anne makes the city her own. A road filled with cherry blossom trees becomes Lover's Lane, a forest kept by ghosts and the lake becomes her storybook funeral procession. Avonlea's season descriptions are ethereal, gorgeous sunsets and dappled leaves, the wind whispering through
the grass and picturesque pasture. Avonlea is a great place for Anne's mischief and optimism to come into their own; after all, nothing too bad could ever Green Gables.Click Here To Buy4Ketterdam in six Crows by Leigh BardugoThe Dregs are all direct products for Ketterdam. The dark, gloomy, cold city has done its best to break its
citizens, and Kaz, Wylan, Nina and Inej have spent years fighting back. This has led to serious PTSD, a tendency to cruelty, dependence on violence and a constant need to avoid death. Ketterdam crafted these characters as far as Bardugo himself, and without the harsh cruelty of the city there would be no Dregs, and no Kaz Brekker,
and no corrupt politicians to fight against. Ketterdam is like a dark shadow upon the shoulders of Dregs (and the reader) as the piece unfolds... as the book's great villain in urban form. Click here for buy5The Districts Of The Hunger Games with Suzanne CollinsNother is no brainer here, but Suzanne Collins's thoughtfully crafted district
system lent everything to these books. Without growing up in her family's only provider district where food is little, Katniss would not fire her belly needing to survive the Hunger Games, or start a revolt. Besides, Capital's cruelty and perseverance on perfect ways and high entertainment is such an obvious comparison with the worst of all of
us (reader, or viewer, if movies are Capital) takes this trilogy from a simple YA distoppian to something much bigger and more complex. Click here for Buy6The Bronx with More Happy Than Not with Adam SilveraThere's countless books in New York and its boroughs, but more happy than not so flawlessly and authentically perceiving
what it's like to grow a very special kind of neighborhood: the ones you don't always see on your televisions or big screen. In Aaron Soto's Bronx neighborhood is not glitzy and full of glamour. It is filled with real people; quiet boys are trying to blend in with their brasher neighbors, teens who have seen more loss and violence than men
twice their age, communities coming together during the best times and holding each other during the worst. These are people who live with just enough who work hard to survive, for whom New York does some mythical urban dreams, but simply a home. The Bronx has this book mold of its characters and story bows in a way that no
other place could possibly. Click here for Buy7The Space Ships in Illuminae with Amie Kaufman and Jay KristoffOK, because Illuminae one of the ships is literally in character: the rogue AI system that is about to make things super complicated for everyone on his ship. But because of the unique structure of the book (it is written in full in
documents, emails, instant messaging and camera footage) each of the four ships in the book feel like they have their own personalities that are driven (and driven) by people aboard them. One ship will assume the stoicism of its captain, another and another of its unfair tendencies; it's a strange and immersive reading experience that
definitely drives the piece forward. Just one of the reasons that reviews of this book are mostly a little more than a MIND. Blown. Click here for Buy8The Three Londons In Shades Of Magic Trilogy by VE SchwabThe three Londons in The Schwab's trilogy is very important to her characters and plot development throughout the three
books. There's Grey London, dirty and boring, without magic, and with one mad King – George III. Red London, where life and magic are revered – and where our main character Kell (who can travel among all three Londons) was raised alongside Rhy Maresh, the roguish heir to a thriving empire. White London - a place where people
struggle to control the magic and magic of fighting back, to edy the city to its very bones. And once upon a time, there was Black London. But no one is talking about it now. All the characters are fully molded by the Londons in which they live, their personalities and motivations shaped by their connection with magic and how they move
between worlds, and the plot is completely shaped by this as well. Click here for Buy9Antarctica In To Date, Pointe by Jennifer LongoJennifer Longo created a whole new reading experience, taking a story we can read before about a highly motivated girl dealing with post-shredded dreams, and turning it into a completely unique story,
setting it up in Antarctica. There's certainly not much book in the South Pole, but the eerie isolation and darkness, paired with forced close quarters by strangers and stubborn determination would require everyone to spend six months there created a strange and wonderful world for the Harper story to happen. All the extreme settings in
her temporary home drove her memory and developed her character, even with a sleepier plot. Click here to buy
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